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A great day off

and First name are Adjective friends but never seem to make enough time for one another. One

week, the pair had the same days off and decided it would be a Adjective idea to have a "no

Noun allowed"; party. They met up at around midnight after Repeat first name finished up her shift

at Business where she worked as a barista. The girls thought it would be Adjective to dress up like

Repeat first noun at their no Repeat first noun allowed party and quickly found some Male 

anatomy to help in their transformation from female to Repeat first noun . they Past tense verb around

the apartment and took Adjective pictures of one another. they talked for hours and hours and even forgot

how silly they looked. they smoked Noun and snorted lines of Noun and had the most magical

time together ever. they started talking about Repeat first noun and feeling very sad when Male name

came and knocked on the door. the girls realized that excluding Repeat first noun from their evening was a

mistake and welcomed Male name with open arms. to make him feel a little less Adjective about all

the cross-dressing, Male name was dressed up in Adjective Article of clothing a bright

Colour Article of clothing that really emphasized his Adjective bulge and a lace

Adjective Article of clothing . the three friends all laughed and Past tense verb and then fell over

in a pile where they Past tense verb and Past tense verb each other all night long until they eventually

shared Number Adjective mutual Noun eruption. the next day, the trio felt

Adjective about what happened and decided they could no longer all be friends. Male name kept

the Adjective First article of clothing as a memento.
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